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D&D is turn-based, but there comes a point when you can’t wait
any longer and take action.

I was one of the mods over at r/disabled_dungeons, and we had a
promise to keep. If Reddit didn’t change its ways, I vowed to
find a new alternative community for everyone there, and if I
couldn’t find one, I’d create one. Well, the time has come.

Reddit’s Accessibility Puzzle
This  past  summer,  Reddit  made  changes,  like  setting  an
impossible cost on their API, which basically banished many
third-party Reddit apps. Some of these apps were like magic
items,  offering  better  accessibility  options  that  made  our
community  more  inclusive.  In  response,  like  many  subs,
r/disabled_dungeons  went  dark  (private)  in  protest.  Reddit
doubled down and forced many subs to reopen, removing existing
owners and mods and replacing them.
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Our New Quest on Lemmy
In the face of these challenges, we decided it was time to
embark on a new adventure, a quest for a more accessible and
inclusive home. We found Lemmy, a federated Reddit alternative
that’s more aligned with our values.

At this new community, we encourage people to find what access
tools  work  for  them.  You  can  expect  the  same  supportive
community there with opportunities to make friends and share
your adventures.

Join the Party on Lemmy
We invite you to join us and continue the mission of making
TTRPGs accessible and enjoyable for everyone. Your wisdom and
insights are our greatest treasures on this journey.

Now, here’s the exciting part. Our Discord remains a private
sanctuary for our patrons and the talented freelancers who bring
our products to life. But this new community is an open tavern
where you can chat about our creations and all the fantastic
products from other companies that champion accessibility and
representation.

We hope to meet you there.

Link to Disabled Dungeons on Lemmy
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